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“The stares of a million pairs of eyes and you'll never realize you can't C Me...” Lesane Parish Crooks.

I contextualize my poetry by using the lyrics of the song “Can't C Me” written by Lesane Parish Crooks. As a Black male with a learning disability (i.e., dyslexia), I was warehoused in an educational system that has been designed to segregate and incriminate instead of emancipate or educate (Blanchett, 2010; Ferri & Connor, 2005; Hoyles & Hoyles, 2010). Between third and twelfth grade, I not only felt segregated as a student in special education, but was also left academically behind (Robinson, 2014; 2013). The majority of my educational journey, I felt hopeless about obtaining a bright future because I couldn't read, and had low self-esteem (Robinson, 2015a; Burden, 2005; Wang & Neihart, 2015). Further, my voice was silenced as a Black male who had been identified with multiple labels, and written off (Connor, 2006, 2005; Ferri & Connor, 2014; Gillborn, 2015). To date, there are scholars who examine the intersectionality of race, disability and giftedness (Barnard-Brak, Johnsen, Hannig, & Wei, 2015); however, the voices of Black males living at the intersection of dyslexia and giftedness, and how they understand their position in the education system are nonexistent in those scholarly reviews (Petersen, 2006; Robinson, 2016a). A major factor of their voices being absent is that there are some teachers who frame students’ academic potential from a ‘deficit’ perspective (Robinson, 2016b). Therefore, this poetic account will serve two purposes: (1) shatter all notions that Black males with dyslexia in special education can’t succeed academically, and (2) offer an inside perspective of how it feels knowing that there are a million pairs of eyes staring at me, but some teachers “Can't C Me.”

Poem: “Can't C Me.”

Imagine the pain of being constrained because of your ethnicity;

Only to be seen as an “other” and treated like a Black southerner;

In an all-White community, being a Black male in special ed. gave some teachers an anxiety attack;

Much of my educational journey was spent receiving restrictions, and crucifixion, and receiving a conviction of being illiterate;

Most of my programming was behavior based, because many teachers
didn't see me as savior;

I was segregated, and academically unmotivated;

My anger of not knowing how to read, misled many teachers belief in my ability, and caused me much grief;

This left me dreaming, and screaming;

My roars were loud as a dinosaurs, and could be heard across four generations of war;

During my entire K-12 journey, administrators called more strikes against my inability to perform, rather than questioning the teacher’s ability to help me transform;

There I sat, a Black male in special ed. who lost it;

My hopes shattered;

I ended up in an alternative high school because I kept getting suspended;

Still unable to read, I fought with many teachers, and was still a second thought;

My reading disability went unnoticed, which left me ineligible for college;

Most teachers told me I wouldn’t succeed;

I was told college wasn't an option by many teachers who also questioned my knowledge;

Yet, I met a college professor who acknowledged my frustration, and said my anger was the result of misidentification;

He accepted me into college (and I eventually became his successor);

Finally, I graduated high school reading at an elementary level;

Six years later, I received my bachelors;

Five years after, I earned my Masters, and felt like a scoutmaster;

Seven years later, I received my Doctorate in Language and Literacy, became my professor’s successor, and now working my way to become an assistant professor.

In summary, throughout my K-12 journey I had a million pairs of eyes staring at me, but my potential (i.e., giftedness) went unnoticed as some teachers “Can't C Me” because of my “otherness” and the associated stigma (Robinson, 2015a; Yosso, 2005). Yet, as a former
special education student, I shattered all notion that Black males with dyslexia within the PK-20 system can’t academically succeed (Robinson, 2016). Furthermore, it is my moral obligation to not only help Black males in special education learn to read, and received appropriate language and literacy curriculum, but also recognize their gifts so they do not experience teachers “Can’t C Me” mentalities (Robinson, 2015b).
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